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Hello and welcome to this new energy transmission, 
continuing the changes occurring to us all and I 
embrace you in the Light. If you are already aware 
of great light within you and around you, this will 
help it expand and help everybody around you. So, 
in this Light that I Am, I welcome you as the Light 
Being which you are, and I welcome you into the 
space that is ready for us, identified as the receiving 
area within the Station of Light. 

Do you have a concept, or a vision of what this area, 
this vessel, this Station of Light is? How you see it 
or sense it may be different to how other people 
would see or sense it. It is your reality, it is your 
assembly point and a place that you can identify 
within your true self where you can access further 
information and insights. Even through the specific 
words that might be spoken, there will be specific 
messages or energy for you. Therefore, let’s begin. 

 

 “We are with you in this space and 
identified again as Orem, as the leader 
of this energy session for you today and 
I am in charge, as you would say, of this 
planetary Station of Light for you. 

It has many phases. It has many functions. It has 
many assembly points and gathering points in it. It 
has many spheres of light and energy all relating to 
individuals and their needs at this time.  

We would also identify to you areas which need 
disentangling from different timelines. Many of you 
people gathered here in the Station at this time are 
aware of different timelines functioning at this same 
period which you are going through and 
disentangling them means that your focus will be 
pure and your intention will be pure in the current 
focused timeline in which you are present here with 
us. This is important for you to know. It can be 
important for you to identify other timelines you may 
be functioning in, without you being tangled up in 
those timelines. The remembrance can be useful 
and helpful when you take within you the aspects 
that would be appropriate for you to know about or 
to resonate with, or perhaps functions and abilities 
which would help you in the present moment, 
otherwise there is no purpose in identifying many of 
these other timelines and frames of reference. 

This is how we begin this session in this current 
timeline for you.  

Therefore, you will be experiencing fresh energy 
flowing through your awareness in your body of light 
assembled here with us. It can appear that you pass 
through a ray of light which cleanses your energy 
field, particularly identifying thought forms and other 
energy imprints which may be affecting you in any 
way. In your terms, this could be detoxifying your 
energy systems. 

Having moved you aside from all of that now, you 
are present here also aware that there is an 
identification process of entanglements occurring 
generally around the population on Earth as it is 
now, and also there is the process of identifying the 

Beings who have come forward who are needing to 
be awakened so they identify with their higher 
aspect of Self coming forward to function 
collectively to increase the frequency pattern within 
the civilisation at present on Earth. It can be 
identified as many different layers around Earth in 
different environments. Regardless of what land 
mass people are assembled on and existing in, 
there are still multi-dimensional layers which can 
have a major effect on how people respond to 
activities and what is being pulsed out through 
different stations that have been structured around 
the planet, some of which are scientific programs 
created on Earth which have the effect of disturbing 
the energetic system of individuals. 

The emphasis we have is to strengthen the 
individual’s systems such as you experience each 
time you enter within the energy of these 
transmissions, and other transmissions given 
throughout the planet, you must discern if they are 
uplifting you and clearing old patterns from you. 
There are many who bring information through 
which again may have the effect of distorting your 
original purpose and your connection to your true 
energy light self. 

Now, the purpose of identifying different layers 
around you is so that they can be shifted. With your 
present focus here with us, you are receiving a 
pattern of light whereby you resonate with that light 
and you are receiving it directly through the Solar 
Portal, going out to a central point of manifested 
creation. With you aligned to that, you will feel the 
shift in energy, even within your pure light essence 
here receiving this with us in this moment and this 
is being used collectively to be radiated out from you 
all. We are talking in a multi-dimensional way here. 

Many of you have come from places where you 
have left your body in many countries and land 
masses around this planet. Some of you may be 
travelling through the air or travelling on water, or 
travelling on land but your body of light is present 
here with us. Therefore, what you are receiving here 
is radiating out to where you are.  



 

There is a single purpose here and this single 
energy frequency pattern exists throughout 
Creation. You may sense aspects of this travelling 
into your physicality, also travelling into the portals 
which are within and around planet Earth and even 
around and present within some particular satellites 
around the planet. There is a great connection 
occurring. You may be experiencing this as you take 
part in this connection. Part of this connection has a 
flow of energy – a circulation process. As the energy 
is emanated out, there is also the collection of data 
from these different places, from different people, 
from the different portals. It is all gathered in to be 
understood and the energy needed then is flowed 
back in. There is a continual cycle of this until there 
is a level reached where more of the light civilisation 
structure can more readily manifest. The portals we 
refer to are anchoring points also for this new 
civilisation. 

You may feel some impatience as you expect to see 
this or to have it validated in your news systems and 
this will come. At present the work that you are 
engaged in, in this higher energy field, is more 
important. You will be understanding that you are 
still adjusting. Your vision, your perception, is still 
adjusting to this different field of existence. It does 
not need to be expedited or increased in such a way 
that you might receive an overload of energy, which 
in turn could disrupt some of the natural processes 
occurring throughout your brainwave pattern and 
your energy circuitry generally. The way to increase 
the pattern is for you to clearly merge with your light 
energy body, the higher aspect of you, which 
transforms the energy pattern in such a way that 
your physicality can absorb it, so your daily 
connection into that state is helping you as an 
individual. 

Many seeds have been planted in the 
consciousness pattern around the planet and 
people and these seeds are being encouraged by 
the energy flows coming through Solar Portal and 
they are being encouraged by the energy which is 
infusing the water element around you. In that 
infusion, it enters within your food pattern and it 
enters within your cellular pattern.  

Following that, you will realise that there are 
different foods that you have recently introduced in 
your food intake. Those foods are receiving the 
influence through water, through that element so 
necessary as part of existence on this planet.  

Momentarily you will be experiencing the element of 
water around you. There are times when we have 
you experience a field of energy, perhaps felt purely 
as energy, colour or light. In this instance it is the 
element of water you are experiencing and it is the 
energy within that water which your energy field 
within your light body is responding to. This will be 
helping you in many ways as you choose to identify 
with that and you resonate with that higher aspect 
and element. 

Maintaining the sense of this element of water 
around your light energy form, be present again 
within the receiving area of the Station. You will also 
be receiving messages within this element of water 
and you will be aware that you have the capacity to 
balance the element of water to assist in the 
process around your planet. There is always 
fluctuation to do with water. Be aware of this 
essence that has been introduced into the element 
of water and it is through the presence of the Beings 
in the Oceania existence referred to at other times, 
existing beneath oceans on the planet and those 
Beings are working with the element of water in all 
its forms. There can be renewal in you with this. 

This has been the main message for you in this 
session.  

I leave this with you now, Beloved 

 

Orem  out “ 

 
 
 
 
 

This is Lani addressing you again and I give my 
thanks to you, Orem.  
 
This has been significant to me to hear this 
information about water today. Perhaps you 
understand it in relation to something you are 
experiencing in your life currently – messages – the 
energy within that element, so take this into you 
now. I am aware also of the presence of B’Lu here 
with us, reaching out a hand to us, in the midst of us 
all here, to expand the experience  of this.  Also to 
expand the energy field around you, indicating that 
your sphere of energy is being enhanced through 
this transmission today. 
 
The effect of that also is that you will draw to you 
elements you are needing. Whether that is 
information, or some nutritional aspect, or a concept 
or idea – you will receive something new from this. 
He withdraws – stands back – because it is time for 
me now to get you to return to your physicality.  
 
There is still the presence of water. You may feel 
you are pouring yourself back into your body and 
the layers of your energy field. Sparkling water is 
what I feel I am immersed in, as with you, I bring my 
attention fully back into my physical body. Take in a 
deep breath and bring your focus back into your 
physical body, into your present location and your 
life and into the present moment. 
 
Remember that you are valued. Every transmission 
you experience you are bringing in the Light, Energy 
and Information from the highest point through your 
consciousness, so you are valued and you are 
entrusted with this energy information, with this 
Light. 
 
I am now closing the Omega Communications 
Portal as this transmission ends and I am grateful to 
be able to share this with you. 
 

Thank you  

Lani 
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